MOSAID Technologies Incorporated

January 14, 2013
To Whom It May Concern:
MOSAID Technologies Inc. hired Michael Bourada, the Magician in December, 2012 for two very
special events. We had our Employee Holiday Dinner and Party followed the next day with a family
breakfast. We wanted to ensure our employees had a fantastic weekend, everything from our venue,
dinner, prizes and first class entertainment.
Our event was held at the Westin Hotel in Ottawa. The theme was the “Magic of Winter”. It was fitting
to contact an illusionist to perform. I researched Michael Bourada, the Magician from the website and
other past clients. I met with him and was impressed with the ideas and presentation he had in mind.
He also had a show for our family breakfast and was willing to work with the necessary plan to
incorporate Santa into his show. He made the entire process very easy and was willing to work within
our budget. Michael was attentive to our needs and ideas. He customized an illusion to present one
of our prizes.
Michael certainly did not disappoint! He and his team arrived well in advance to set up the show so
everything would be set before the arrival of the employees and guests. He arranged everything with
the Westin Hotel and with the event team ensuring the show had the proper staging, sound and
lighting configuration. Later that night the show began and we were thrilled with fantastic magic,
incredible illusion and adult appropriate comedy. He delivered a professional, fun show that will be
remembered by all attendees.
The next day Michael returned to perform for our family show and judging by the overwhelming
reactions and feedback from the audience, Michael successfully engaged not only the very same
adults from the previous night, but also their children. One thing that was evident, no tricks/illusions
were repeated between the two shows; clearly showing his versatility and preparation. His show was
again professional, amazing and appealed to both kids and adults. He also built up the excitement for
Santa’s entrance. It was all very well done.
MOSAID Technologies Inc. is very happy to give full endorsement to Michael Bourada, Magician for
the Canadian Special Events Entertainer Award. Michael is gifted in his skills as an illusionist, but also
a professional that listens to his clients, their goals, and their budget and provides an exceptional
show.
Bravo, Bravo, Michael
Sincerely,

Annie Burt
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